
mini
The World’s First Wall-Mounted Washer & Dryer Combo

2.5KG

2.5KG CAPACITY

2.5kg Washing Capacity  
1kg Drying Capacity

QUICK WASH

Only 88 minutes to complete a 
full cycle of laundry from wash 

to dry (under 500g).

95°C WASH

The mini washes at a high 
temperature of up to 95°C, 

removing tough stains & dust mites.

8
8 WASH CYCLES

Normal, Delicate, Baby 
Care, Quick Wash, Wash & 
Dry, Air Refresh, Intensive.

BABY CARE

Baby care cycle, washes clothes 
thoroughly at a high temperature 
(87~89°C) and rinse completely 
to protect babies’ sensitive skin.

DYNAMIC INVERTER MOTOR

Specially designed motor to 
minimize noise, and rubber 

mounting pads to prevent vibration 
ensuring a silent wash.
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The World’s First Wall-Mounted Mini 
Washer & Dryer Combo
Its stylish design and petite size will upgrade any interior as well as your 
lifestyle. This premium washing machine is extremely space-saving 
allowing you to keep an all-in-one even in a limited space.

You can now be done with your laundry completely from wash to dry with 
a single touch with the new mini combo.

HAND WASH EFFECT

The emerald shaped drum provides 
a powerful yet gentle washing 
performance. The mini can wash delicate 
& sensitive clothes such as blouses, 
high quality knitwear, even lingerie and 
stockings as gently as hand-washed.

AIR REFRESH

This feature removes odors, unpleasant 
smells and microscopic allergens without 
using water. Soft and delicate clothes are 
deodorized using only heated air.

CHILD LOCK

The mini’s Button-Lock and Door-Lock 
can be set to prevent children from 
altering the programme or opening the 
door during operation.

CONVENIENT DETERGENT CONTAINER

The mini’s unitary detergent case has two 
separate compartments for detergent 
and softener, making it easier for users to 
accurately measure the usage.

CLEAN JET SHOWER

A spray of water is injected into every 
corner of the drum. Which does not 
only enhance pre-washing and rinsing 
performance, but also saves energy to 
wash off detergent residue.

DRUM CLEAN

Powerful spinning of the drum with water, 
thoroughly removes detergent residue in 
the drum. This function also keeps the 
door clean & hygienic.
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